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[image: ]First Look: Lil Yachty x Air Force 1
The current rap game's biggest sneakerhead receives his own collab. Releasing in 2024.

[image: First Look: Lil Yachty x Air Force 1]This post contains references to products from one or more of our advertisers. We may receive compensation when you click on links to those products. The opinions and information provided on this site are original editorial content of Sneaker News.
Update November 15th, 2023:  Lil Yachty’s upcoming Air Force 1 Low collaboration has surfaced in first-look imagery.
Lil Yachty may be well within his rights to be self-appointed as the rap industry’s biggest sneakerhead. Having shown off his vastly expansive sneaker closet(s) on a number of occasions, the two-time Grammy nominee is taking one step closer to cementing his top status with a reported Nike Air Force 1 collaboration in the works.
As Yachty walked through the aisles of Cool Kicks LA, he picked up Travis Scott’s recent AF1 Low “Utopia” and mentioned that he has his own version of the iconic circa 1982 silhouette on the way. While Darnell Boat quickly swerved any and all follow-ups knowing he had already shared too much, it was later revealed that Yachty has been pushing to collaborate on his own shoe for seven years.
The Atlanta-born artist previously signed with Reebok as a brand ambassador in 2017 but as of recently, Yachty has been sporting swoosh-exclusive footwear; from snacking on a box of Fruity Pebbles at the Nike World Basketball Festival in NYC to recently showing off a pair of the CPFM x Nike Flea 2 alongside the Nike ACG Air Pumori Snowboard Boots.
In the midst of November, Yachty revealed a first look at his upcoming collaboration via the Close Friends feature on his Instagram. Showing off the upcoming collaboration while at the Nike World Headquarters in Beaverton, the low top trim bears a supple tumbled white leather upper with dark navy contrasts that adorn the tread and inner lining. Shout outs to his Concrete Boys label are found throughout the box and along the heel overlay’s stickman figure while Yachty’s signature adlib “It’s Us” adorns both the cobranded tongue tabs and photo blue insoles.
The Lil Yachty x Nike Air Force 1 Low “Concrete Boys” is currently expected to release in 2024. Could there be a potential initial drop at ComplexCon? Stay tuned for future details.
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[image: Supreme Transforms The Nike Air Darwin Low Into A Skate Shoe]Supreme Transforms The Nike Air Darwin Low Into A Skate Shoe

[image: Nike Is Releasing The Air Humara In An "Oreo" Look]Nike Is Releasing The Air Humara In An "Oreo" Look
Popular sneakers, popular stories, latest news.

[image: The Nike ACG Torre Mid Takes A Vibrant Approach For Spring 2024]The Nike ACG Torre Mid Takes A Vibrant Approach For Spring 2024
Nike saw the modern day popularity of the New Balance Rainier and said; I’ve got an answer for that. Enter the Nike ACG Torre Mid....

[image: The Air Jordan 1 "First In Flight" Honors The State Of North Carolina]The Air Jordan 1 "First In Flight" Honors The State Of North Carolina
We’re amidst the tail end of the Spring 2024 season, Jordan Brand just revealed its Summer 2024 line-up, yet here we are, getting first looks...

[image: The Nike Zoom Vomero 5 Shines On In "Sail"]The Nike Zoom Vomero 5 Shines On In "Sail"
The Nike Zoom Vomero 5 continues to shine as arguably Oregon’s biggest contribution to the retro Y2K wave. Not showing any signs of slowing down...
Let’s Start Here.
“something ether”.

[image: Lil Yachty, Future, Playboi Carti - Flex Up]Flex Up (with Future and Playboi Carti)
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[image: an image, when javascript is unavailable]Lil Yachty Reveals AI-Generated Album Cover for ‘Let’s Start Here,’ Depicting Demented Boardroom of Executives
By Yousef Srour
Yousef Srour
	Travis Scott’s Long-Delayed ‘Utopia,’ Featuring Beyonce, Drake, the Weeknd and More, Was Worth the Wait: Album Review 8 months ago
	Young Thug Drops Star-Studded ‘Business Is Business’ Surprise Project From Prison: Album Review 9 months ago
	‘Atlanta’ Returns Home for a Final Season That Cements Its Legacy  9 months ago


[image: Let's Start Here Lil Yachty]Lil Yachty has revealed the artwork and release date for his forthcoming album, “Let’s Start Here,” set to debut Jan. 27 on Quality Control Music and Motown Records.
Ever the provocateur, the rapper’s new cover art previews an AI-generated image of what seems to be seven executives sitting next to each other in suits. With malformed faces akin to a psychedelic trip down the rabbit hole, the artwork seems unremarkable upon first glance. However, the longer you stare at their faces, they look inhuman, with contorted facial features and warped smiles.
The post is captioned : “Let’s Start Here. – 1/27  Chapter 2. Thank You for the patience,” hinting at a potential redux of an already teased album, collectively referred to as “Sonic Ranch.” On Dec. 25, Yachty’s latest album was leaked by Leaked.cx, much to the Michigan rapper’s disappointment. He took to Twitter later that day to post a half-hearted sad-face emoji to express anguish in the untimely launch of a potentially seminal work within his discography.
In an interview with Icebox last year , the “ Minnesota ” rapper has expressed that his “new album is a non-rap album,” hence the second chapter that he alludes to in his Instagram post. Yachty explains: “It’s alternative, it’s sick!” After recently collaborating with artists such as Tame Impala, he’s been in the process of creating a “psychedelic alternative project… [with] all live instrumentation.”
Slowly shedding major label support, Yachty now has his own label and creative consultant company, Concrete Records and Concrete Family, respectively. Working closely with Concrete Family, Yachty teamed up with the General Mills cereal brand in 2020 for a limited collaboration with Reese’s Puffs and has an undisclosed sneaker set to be released at a later date. Similar to his 2021 mixtape, “Michigan Boat Boy,” which featured almost solely Detroit artists including Rio Da Yung OG and Babyface Ray, Yachty plans to also release a mixtape with the Concrete Boys collective sometime this year.

[image: Read the Report]More From Our Brands
A jedi murder mystery leads to dark forces in new trailer for ‘the acolyte’, a first look at the ritz-carlton residences in west palm beach, espn embraces south korea games to begin 2024 mlb campaign, the best loofahs and body scrubbers, according to dermatologists, taylor swift’s eras tour debuts as disney+’s no. 1 music film, with nearly 5 million views, verify it's you, please log in.
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How Lil Yachty Got His Second Act
By Jeff Ihaza
Until the pandemic, Lil Yachty never stopped to think about how quickly he became famous. “It was a full year from walking across the stage in high school to then I’m in this penthouse in midtown Atlanta , I got this G-wagon, put my mother in a house,” Yachty explains. “It’s a fast life. You not ever getting the chance to think about a lot of shit.”
Yachty’s 2016 hit “Minnesota,” which had the treacly energy of a nursery rhyme, earned the then-17-year-old the title “King of the Teens.” But since then, he’s become an elder statesman of a certain brand of young superstar — and something like the Gen Z answer to Diddy. He collaborated with brands like Nautica and Target; he appeared in the movie How High 2 ; he signed an endorsement deal with Sprite. Signees to his new label imprint, Concrete Boys, even get an iced-out chain.
Editor’s picks
The 250 greatest guitarists of all time, the 500 greatest albums of all time, the 50 worst decisions in movie history, every awful thing trump has promised to do in a second term.

Born Miles Parks McCollum, Yachty embodies many of the ways the music industry has changed in the past decade. He rose to fame on the internet and commands attention with or without new music. Over Zoom in March, he’s calm and reserved, pausing intently before he responds to questions. The youthful exuberance is still there, though. At one point, his mom, who lives nearby, calls to ask what he wants from the grocery store. “I need Pop-Tarts,” he says sweetly. “I really want them cinnamon-bun Pop-Tarts.”
He can afford lots of Pop-Tarts. Yachty reportedly made $13 million on endorsements in 2016 and 2017. (“Work hard, play hard,” he responds when asked about the number.) He spends more than $50,000 a month on various expenses, according to one recent headline. (“If anything I pay a little more. I have many assets and insurance, plus an elaborate payroll.”) He’s working on a Reese’s Puffs cereal collaboration, a film based on the card game Uno, and he was one of the first rappers to hop on the crypto craze, selling something called a “YachtyCoin” last December in an auction on the platform Nifty Gateway. According to a report from Coinbase, the token sold for $16,050. Yachty explains that when he was first discovered by Quality Control records founder Kevin “Coach K” Lee, “one of the biggest things he talked about was being a brand. Being bigger than just an artist — being a mogul.” 
Related Stories
Teezo touchdown: birth of a rock star, with 'problemista,' julio torres wrote a dark fairy tale. tilda swinton brought it to life.
In fact, collaboration has come to be a useful tool for Yachty as he sheds the King of the Teens title for something more akin to a rap mogul. “I only work with people I have friendships with, who I really admire,” Yachty says. “And I love working with newer artists, up-and-coming artists.”  Within the world of hip-hop, Yachty has found for himself somewhere between a megastar and internet hero, and it would appear that he’s just settling in. “I just fuck with new talent. Not even like, ‘let me sign you, get under my wing,’ ” he explains. “Just ‘hey, I’ve been in this spot before. I know what that’s like, bada bing, bada boom.’ ”
Yachty started Concrete Boys last year. One of the first signees was his childhood friend Draft Day, who offers one of the more exciting features on Lil Boat 3, on the cut “Demon Time.” “I feel old sometimes,” Yachty admits. “I feel old as fuck when someone’s popping and I don’t know who they are. Which is rare, because I be on my shit.”
Yachty is also at the forefront of a new realm of social platforms, namely Twitch and Discord, that engender more direct communication within communities. Yachty frequently talks directly to fans on both platforms, and in April he collaborated with Discord on “sound packs,” which allowed users to replace the app’s normal notifications with sounds he created. 
Cheech & Chong Return for One 'Last Movie'
Actor and drag star shangela accused of multiple sexual assaults, a chatgpt for music is here. inside suno, the startup changing everything, right-wingers are terrified of our gay kristen stewart cover.
I ask Yachty where he sees himself in five years. “Hopefully, a really successful actor,” he responds. “And with a bangin’ eight pack. I’ll probably cut my hair up, maybe a little beard. Real sex-symbol shit, you know what I’m saying?” For Yachty, who opened the door to a new brand of celebrity rapper, it doesn’t register as wishful thinking. His enduring celebrity is proof of what’s possible with a solid flow and internet savvy. “I just want to do everything. Because I’ve realized I can,” Yachty explains. “I’ve learned the power I have. The only thing stopping me is me, for real.”
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Fred again.., Lil Yachty and Overmono Drop Off "stayinit"
Initially previewed at knockdown center earlier this month..

Fred again.. has officially unveiled his collaboration with Lil Yachty and Overmono . After previewing the then-untitled cut at an impromptu New York City rave at Queens’ Knockdown Center, the DJ released “stayinit” on streaming everywhere today.
“We played Yachty our song out of a Soundsystem for the first time,” the video opens, before focusing in on Yachty’s reaction to the song. By the time the beat drops, he’s dancing in the middle of the stage underneath flashing blue lights.
  View this post on Instagram   A post shared by Fred again.. (@fredagainagainagainagainagain)
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	A Cold Sunday - Single · 2024
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Essential Albums
One of hip-hop's sunnier personalities plays dark and determined.
Music Videos
Artist playlists.
Cast-iron bangers and punchy vocals from the Atlanta rap star.
Singles & EPs
EmanuelDaProphet
Zack Bia & 347aidan
More To Hear
Conversation around his album, 'Let's Start Here.'
The rapper on "G.I. Joe" and his album 'Michigan Boy Boat.'
The MC and City Girls' Yung Miami talk music, Quality Control.
Vince and Ty get festive, exchange gifts, and spin 21 Savage.
The MC's Lil Yachty collaboration "Hey Julie!" is World Record.
Coming to you live from Casa Rodriguez.
Music from Future & Juice WRLD, Khalid, and Lil Yachty.
More To See
About lil yachty.
Lil Yachty makes it look easy. An Atlanta-raised rapper with a sleepy flow and a bright, almost childlike outlook, Yachty (born Miles Parks McCollum in 1997) rose to prominence in 2016 with a pair of mixtapes (Lil Boat and Summer Songs 2) that recast the booming caverns of 2010s rap as something soft, sweet, intuitive, and a little goofy—a sound Yachty once called “bubblegum trap.” Dozens of features and guest appearances followed, including cosigns from Kanye, Chance the Rapper, Calvin Harris, and Macklemore. In 2017, he released his first full-length album, Teenage Emotions. His second, 2018’s Lil Boat 2, took a harder, darker turn but retained the clarity that made his early music stand out. Like Lil Uzi Vert (or Young Thug before him), Yachty represents a turn away from the conventional metrics of rap, favoring slogans over bars, hooks over metaphors, fluidity over stricture, and vibe above all. (He famously—or infamously, depending on your stance toward tradition—once told Billboard that he couldn’t name five songs by either 2Pac or Biggie.) But he’s also emblematic of a broader shift from understanding rap music as an end in itself to seeing it as an extension of the person who made it, a facet of a bigger image or experience. No wonder he FaceTimes with fans, or started his career primarily as a presence on Instagram—for him, the project is social. Still, it wouldn’t make a difference if the music itself weren’t striking—and if he weren’t so casual about it too. Speaking to Beats 1’s Zane Lowe shortly before releasing Teenage Emotions, Yachty—guileless and ever-intuitive—said, “I didn’t know [my sound] was different. I didn’t know until it took off. Then I was like, ‘Well, I don’t sound like nobody else.’” He paused. “I don’t even know if that’s a good or a bad thing. But it’s a thing. It’s a thing.”
Similar Artists
Lil uzi vert, playboi carti, trippie redd, travis scott, kodak black, select a country or region, africa, middle east, and india.
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Lil Yachty Hilariously Previews New Track On IG To Some Lukewarm Reactions
Yachty's more subdued delivery has some fans on the fence about this one.

[image: 2023 Austin City Limits Music Festival - Weekend One]With music, everyone knows it is a subjective art form. People are going to have differing opinions on artists and that is what makes it such an interesting thing to discuss. For example, not everyone is going to think that Lil Yachty has been evolving as an artist . At the end of the day that is okay. The reason we bring this up is because the Georgia multi-talent has recently previewed a new track on Instagram. Lil Yachty appears to be interpolating the 1997 R&B record "Swing My Way" by K.P. and Envyi.
This teaser has been collecting some iffy reactions from fans in DJ Akademiks comment section. One person writes, "His longevity of mid needs to be studied." Another even says Lil Yachty is trying to copy Veeze's style, "ngl dis a waste of this beat n sample n****s think they can sound lazy on every beat like they veeze." However, as expected fans in Lil Boat's post about "Swing My Way" were more favorable.
Read More: Bianca Censori Goes Braless For Shopping Trip Without Kanye West
Lil Yachty Teases "Swing My Way" With Apple Vision Pro
He asked fans, "swing my way.. should I drop this?¿" They reacted with glee, saying things like, Since Poland bro been allergic to missing 😭🙏🏽" One person loves it, but encourages him to wait for the seasons to change. "Summer anthem potential fr fr u should sit on it until it’s a little warmer out." With the hotter months right around the corner, this could be a smart move. Only time will tell, but this could be another feather in Boat's cap.
What are your thoughts on Lil Yachty's upcoming new track "Swing My Way?" Is this another hit for him, or a snoozer? Can you think of anyone who is on a better run right now? When do you think he should drop this and why? We would like to hear what you have to say, so be sure to leave your takes in the comments section. Additionally, always keep it locked in with  HNHH  for all of the latest news surrounding Lil Yachty. Finally, stay with us for everything else going on around the world of music.
Read More: Blueface's Mom Addresses Domestic Assault Allegations, Says He Never Planned To Get Serious With Chrisean Rock Or Jaidyn Alexis
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[image: Search]Broccoli City Unveils 2024 Lineup For Unique Festival Experience Featuring Megan Thee Stallion, Gunna, Lil Yachty, And Issa Rae

[image: Facebook icon]Broccoli City and partner Live Nation Urban announced its stellar lineup for Broccoli City Festival 2024, promising an unforgettable experience for music and culture enthusiasts from around the globe. Set against the breathtaking backdrop of Audi Field in Washington, DC’s Capitol Riverfront, this year’s festival is gearing up to be an electrifying celebration of music, culture, and unity.
This year’s festival features a diverse array of top-tier talent with headlining acts such as Megan Thee Stallion , Gunna , Lil Yachty, and Concrete Family . Joining them will be an impressive roster of acclaimed artists that includes PartyNextDoor , Victoria Monet , Kaytranada , Key Glock , Sexxy Red , and many more, ensuring there’s something for every music lover to enjoy.
But the Broccoli City Festival is more than just a music event—it’s an immersive experience that transcends boundaries and fosters community. From interactive art installations to culinary delights from local vendors to lavish VIP accommodations, attendees can expect a multi-sensory journey that delights the senses and nourishes the soul. In addition to the incredible music lineup, BC Fest will also feature live experiences on-site featuring Issa Rae , comedians Desi Banks and Funny Marco , Uncle Waffles , TrapSoul Karaoke hosted by Bryson Tiller , Soulection with Joe Kay , Test Your Game with Duke Dennis , Everyday People , R&B Only , and even a country music segment with the Hoe Down with emerging artist Tanner Adell other interactive experiences that explore various aspects of music, art, and culture.
“We’re thrilled to unveil this year’s lineup and the move to Audi Field, which reflects our festival’s eclectic tastes and vibrant spirit,” said Brandon McEachern, Co-Founder of Broccoli City Fest. “After partnering with Events DC at the RFK Festival Grounds for several memorable years, it’s the perfect time to take another step in our evolution and offer consumers a nontraditional, inclusive, and innovative festival experience where people from all walks of life can come together to celebrate music and culture.”
“We’re reimagining the festival experience by moving to the state-of-the-art Audi Field in the Navy Yard community, featuring award-show-like live programming and interactive fan experiences,” said Marcus Allen, Co-Founder of Broccoli City Fest. “We’re setting a new standard, providing attendees an immersive blend of entertainment, technology, and fan engagement.”
Pre-sale begins on March 18th at 10 am EST . General admission and VIP Tickets go on sale Friday, March 22, at 10 am EST. , with various options available to suit every budget and preference.
Visit www.BCFestival.com and follow us @BroccoliCity on Instagram, TikTok, and X (formally Twitter) for the latest updates and exclusive content.
Broccoli City
Jermon Williams
[email protected]
Andrew Labissiere
Live Nation
Carleen Donovan, The Oriel Co.
Nina Lee, The Oriel Co.
About Broccoli City
Broccoli City is a Black-owned social enterprise rooted in impact and entertainment that focuses on people and progress. We foster creativity and community growth by building innovative experiences that intersect technology, music, art, and social impact. Originally birthed as a festival experience centering Black communities in the DMV area, Broccoli City has developed into a national brand that creates and distributes opportunities, education, and resources needed for the upward mobility and social progress of Black and brown communities.
Read more about

[image: BroadwayWorld]Drake Co-Signed Nemzzz Drops New Track 'It's US' With Lil Yachty
Breaking new ground, the mixtape is available in physical format on CD and cassette, a first for the Manchester artist.

[image: pixeltracker]UK rapper Nemzzz has dropped his highly-anticipated debut mixtape, DO NOT DISTURB, (Deluxe) today.
This 11-track tape marks Nemzzz's most extensive release to date, delving into his upbringing and newfound fame. Breaking new ground, the mixtape is available in physical format on CD and cassette, a first for the Manchester artist. Nemzzz has gotten co-signs from Drake, Central Cee, iShowSpeed, and other US-based entertainers. 
The single "It's Us" featuring rapper Lil Yachty, a standout from the deluxe offering, has also been released, offering a short but punchy track with cool 808s and keys. Nemzzz and Yachty trade verses, showcasing their great sonic chemistry and marking a return to form for Yachty. Yachty has voiced his support for Nemzzz, a particularly strong co-sign as Yachty has aligned himself with other rising talent such as Teezo Touchdown and LORENZ.OG . 
Opening with the late-night confession "REFLECTION," Nemzzz delivers biting rhymes about the pitfalls of social media activism. The new single " ETA" features a collaboration with German rap heavyweight Luciano, with the duo trading bars over a siren-like beat and a video shot in Frankfurt during Nemzzz's appearance at Luciano's stadium show.
Recent single "PTSD," produced by frequent collaborator Zel, showcases a haunting vocal flip and a laid-back production, earning a co-sign from Central Cee. "L'S," a shimmering, jazz-inflected track, received acclaim from The Observer, Fader, CRACK, and NME, garnering spins across BBC Radio 1 and 1Xtra.
Atmospheric cuts like "DOOM" and playful love song "STAR SIGN" add depth to the mixtape, while tracks like "NEED YOU" explore the ups and downs of toxic relationships. "DND," the title track, details the challenges Nemzzz faced leading up to the project's release. Rounding out the tape is "MONEY AND VIBES," where Nemzzz brings a UK flavor to a flip of Justin Timberlake's "Rock Your Body."
Nemzzz, shaped by his tough upbringing in Gorton, uses his music to reflect on experiences such as heartbreak, fake friends, financial literacy, finding one's path, and managing mental health amid social media addiction. The rapper, an old head on young shoulders, offers relatability in a unique way, helping his young fans navigate growing pains.
Following a successful 2023, which included his debut EP "Nemzzz Type Beat" and hit singles like "Therapy" and "8AM IN MANNY," Nemzzz is gearing up for his second headline tour this Spring across the UK and Ireland. With sold-out dates already and performances at major festivals, including Glastonbury and Ibiza Rocks, Nemzzz continues to make waves in the rap scene.
Since bursting onto the scene at 14, Nemzzz has steadily built buzz with over 180M combined streams in 2023, 9 Million TikTok views, and recognition from BBC Radio 1xtra, Amazon Music x Hunger Magazine, No Signal Class of '23, MOBO Awards 2022 Best Newcomer Nominee, and accolades from Pitchfork, The Face, DAZED, The Guardian, HYPEBEAST, CLASH, Complex UK, and NME. Nemzzz is undeniably making serious moves in the industry.
Nemzzz will be heading out on his second headline tour this Spring with dates across the UK and Ireland. He will be kicking off in Dublin on April 30th, and culminating in a homecoming show on May 7th in Manchester. With two dates already sold out - the tour is set to be another huge smash for the young star. TICKETS/MORE INFO.

30th April Dublin, Green Room Academy *SOLD OUT
3rd May Glasgow, Warehouse SWG3 *SOLD OUT
5th May London, Omeara *SOLD OUT
7th May Manchester, Club Academy
About Nemzzz:
Nemzzz is one of the most exciting breakout rap talents of recent years. An old head on young shoulders, Nemzzz is relatable in a different way than a lot of his rap peers; driven less by punchlines about Birkin bags and more by the challenge of helping his young fans navigate their way through growing pains.
The rapper is shaped by his tough upbringing in Gorton, using his music to reflect on his experiences in Manchester and his mental health struggles. Since bursting onto the scene at the tender age of 14, he has relentlessly chipped away at his craft – building steady buzz amongst the industry, media and fans alike.
With over 180M combined streams in 2023, 9 Million TikTok views, tips including BBC Radio 1xtra's Hot For 2023, Amazon Music x Hunger Magazine Ones To Watch, No Signal Class of '23, Best Newcomer Nominee MOBO Awards 2022, plaudits from Pitchfork, The Face, DAZED, The Guardian, HYPEBEAST, CLASH, Complex UK and NME - Nemzzz is making serious moves.
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We now know the lineup for the Broccoli City Festival this summer in D.C.
This year’s festival will be headlined by Megan Thee Stallion, Gunna, Lil Yachty, Concrete Family and Victoria Monét, who just won best new artist at the Grammys. They’ll be joined by an impressive lineup of talent, including PartyNextDoor, Kaytranada, Key Glock, Sexxy Red and many more.
The festival is also moving to a new location at Audi Field in D.C.’s Capitol Riverfront on July 27 and 28.
“We’re thrilled to unveil this year’s lineup and the move to Audi Field, which reflects our festival’s eclectic tastes and vibrant spirit,” co-founder Brandon McEachern said in a statement. “After partnering with Events DC at the RFK Festival Grounds for several memorable years, it’s the perfect time to take another step in our evolution and offer consumers a nontraditional, inclusive, and innovative festival experience, where people from all walks of life can come together to celebrate music and culture.”
  View this post on Instagram   A post shared by Broccoli City (@broccolicity)
The Broccoli City Festival is more than just a music event — it’s an immersive experience that transcends boundaries and fosters community. From interactive art installations to culinary delights and from local vendors to lavish VIP accommodations, those who attend can expect a multisensory journey that delights the senses and nourishes the soul.
Live on-site experiences will feature Issa Rae, comedians Desi Banks and Funny Marco, Uncle Waffles, TrapSoul Karaoke hosted by Bryson Tiller, Soulection with Joe Kay, Test Your Game with Duke Dennis, Everyday People, R&B Only, and even a country music segment with the HoeDown with emerging artist Tanner Adell.
“We’re reimagining the festival experience by moving to the state-of-the-art Audi Field in the Navy Yard community, featuring award-show-like live programming and interactive fan experiences,” co-founder Marcus Allen said in a statement. “We’re setting a new standard, providing attendees an immersive blend of entertainment, technology, and fan engagement.”
The ticket presale starts on Monday, March 18. General admission and VIP tickets go on sale this Friday, March 22 at 10 a.m.
Find ticket information here.
Get breaking news and daily headlines delivered to your email inbox by signing up here .
© 2024 WTOP. All Rights Reserved. This website is not intended for users located within the European Economic Area.
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Lil Uzi Vert with Special Guests Lil Yachty, JID, Rico Nasty & LIHTZ
To headline summerfest, on july 6, 2024, at american family insurance amphitheater, tickets on sale friday, march 15 at 10:00 a.m..
For immediate release
MILWAUKEE, WI (March 11, 2024) – Summerfest presented by American Family Insurance is excited to announce that Lil Uzi Vert, with special guests Lil Yachty, JID, Rico Nasty, and LIHTZ will headline the American Family Insurance Amphitheater on Saturday, July 6, 2024, during the festival's last day.
Tickets go on sale Friday, March 15, 2024, at 10:00 a.m. CST at Summerfest.com and Ticketmaster.com and in person at the American Family Insurance Amphitheater Box Office, and include admission to Summerfest the day of the show.  
About Lil Uzi Vert RIAA Diamond-certified and multiple GRAMMY-nominated superstar LIL UZI VERT has a sound as dynamic as their vision and trend-setting fashion. The Philadelphia native boasts over 31 billion career streams, four GRAMMY nominations and over 100 career Billboard Hot 100 charted songs. Uzi released the 26-track album PINK TAPE, the first rap album of 2023 to top the Billboard 200 chart, their third consecutive #1 album. The success of Uzi’s latest project follows the critically acclaimed RIAA Platinum albums; LUV IS RAGE 2, ETERNAL ATAKE, and LIL UZI VERT VS. THE WORLD, two of which landed #1 on the Billboard 200 chart. LUV IS RAGE 2 featured the hit Diamond certified worldwide hit, “XO Tour Llif3,” 4X Platinum certified, “The Way Life Goes,” and Platinum certified, “Neon Guts (feat. Pharrell Williams).”
 Uzi’s boundless discography includes THE PERFECT LUV TAPE, LUV IS RAGE, PLUTO X BABY PLUTO with Future, RED & WHITE EP, and LUV VS. THE WORLD 2. In addition to their extensive catalog, the artist has also featured on several record-breaking tracks including Migos’ RIAA 4X Platinum, GRAMMY-nominated, chart-topping hit single, “Bad and Boujee.”  Lil Uzi Vert hit the road on the sold out PINK TAPE TOUR in 2023 and was nominated for Best Rap Song for the chart topping smash, “I Just Wanna Rock.”
About Lil Yachty Lil Yachty is an American rapper, singer, songwriter, and record producer from Atlanta Georgia. He’s released five studio albums, with his most recent being Let’s Start Here. , a psychedelic alternative rock album released in January of 2023 and debuted as #1 on Billboard’s Top Rock & Alternative Albums list, #9 on Billboard’s Top 200 list, was the #1 Album on Apple Music, and has received over 60 million streams in the first two months. He made his Saturday Night Live (SNL) musical guest debut April 1st of this year and he graced the cover of Billboard magazine’s 2023 March issue, has made multiple appearances on film and TV, collaborated with brands such as Sprite, Reese’s Puffs, and Nautica, delved into fashion with projects such as his own nail polish brand Crete, and has his own frozen pizza (Deep Cuts Yachty’s Pizzeria).
About J.I.D. Born and raised in East Atlanta, Grammy nominated J.I.D has been heralded as “one of rap’s best storytellers'' (Rolling Stone). He grew up on his parents’ collection of classic funk/soul LPs, and broke onto the scene with his 2015 EP, DiCaprio . Soon after J. Cole signed him to Dreamville Records and he
made his major-label debut with the widely celebrated The Never Story (2017), followed quickly by the critically acclaimed album DiCaprio 2 (2018) which helped induct him to XXL’s Freshman class. His momentum continued with stellar contributions to Dreamville’s Platinum certified compilation Revenge of the Dreamers III (2019) which debuted at #1 on the Billboard Top 200 charts and received multiple GRAMMY nominations. Having collaborated with music’s biggest names, J.I.D celebrated a global hit
with “Enemy” alongside Imagine Dragons in 2021; priming fans for J.I.D’s third studio album The Forever Story . Released last year, the album was widely acclaimed and included in many “best album of the
year” lists and included a stirring live rendition on NPR’s Tiny Desk stage. The album was kicked off with first single, “Surround Sound” featuring 21 Savage and Baby Tate, and two years since its initial release the song re-entered the Billboard Hot 100 charts in Fall of 2023 thanks to a viral internet trend dubbed “Surround Sound Ceiling Challenge.” The song which has now been used over half a million videos garnering over 3.5 billion views is nearing double Platinum status. His most personal project to date, The Forever Story is a celebration of storytelling and J.I.D’s ability to weave personality and prose seamlessly across infectious production. Revered for his live performance style, he has toured across the globe selling out venues and festival stages creating a wave of throbbing fans with every performance. His nimble, head-nodding lyricism and lightning fast flow has awarded J.I.D a loyal and cult-like fanbase while his dedication to perfecting the art is sportsman-like, leaving room for J.I.D to be one of rap’s greatest in the making.
About Rico Nasty Many artists change the game. However, Rico Nasty reinvents, recharges, and reimagines it with every move. Instead, the Washington, D.C.-born and Maryland-raised sonic sorceress shapeshifts at the speed of the culture, infusing airtight rap with uncontainable punk energy, hyperpop unpredictability, industrial intensity, and just the right amount of heavy metal attitude. Back in high school, she made waves with a series of independent projects before reaching critical mass with 2017’s Sugar Trap 2. On its heels, she maintained this momentum with the fan favorite Nasty in 2018. The collaborative mixtape Anger Management with Kenny Beats closed out 2019 on over a dozen year-end lists, including Complex, Dazed, Fact, The FADER, GQ, NME, Pitchfork, Rolling Stone, Stereogum, and Vice. During 2020, her full-length debut, Nightmare Vacation, boasted the gold-certified hit “Smack A Bitch.” Peers sought her out for high-profile collaborations, including the platinum “Tia Tamera” with Doja Cat, “#PROUDCATOWNERREMIX” with the late XXXTentacion, “¡aquí yo mando!” with Kali Uchis, and more. Rico’s’s the rare outlier who can grace the cover the XXL Freshman issue or light up Rihanna’s Savage X Fenty Show as an ambassador and ignite a mosh pit. With an inimitable and influential signature style, she has reached multiplatinum status, posted up nearly 1 billion streams, and sold out countless shows. Last year she unleashed unfiltered truth with the force of a tornado through a tidal wave on Las Ruinas but from here on out Rico’s new mission is to take us back to the Sugar Trap – where it all began.
About LIHTZ Philadelphia’s Andrew Christian Howard, p/k/a “LIHTZ” is a multifaceted artist that has made a name for himself in music and television. Born in West Philly, Lihtz had a rough upbringing moving from shelter to shelter with his sickly mother. At the age of 7-years-old, Lihtz and his family moved to West Oak Lane or the “Uptown” area of Philadelphia. It was here where he made a name for himself.
Inspired by his uncle, “Big Biscuit,” who was a rapper, Lihtz wanted to follow in his footsteps and by the age of 10-years-old, he found himself in a rap group. This along with his time in church played a heavy role in the soulfulness of his music and heartfelt lyrics.  Lihtz briefly moved to Atlanta after high school to hone in on his sound. Upon moving back to Philly, Lihtz received a cosign from Gillie Da Kid (Million Dollars Worth of Game Co-host) which helped launch his music career. Featured on songs from other artists in Philadelphia, Lihtz was able to build his own catalog of street anthems. This eventually led Lihtz to be featured on “Never Lose” by Meek Mill. Since that time, Lihtz has been met with moments of tragedy and career obstacles. In 2023 Lihtz emerged with a new image and sound which pushed him in a different direction from his earlier work. The intention of wearing a mask was to force people to focus on the music while also seeing him in a new light. Lihtz dedication to personal growth birthed many songs including his current single “Serenity.” The song represents the search for substance that gives your life purpose before it's too late.
About Summerfest presented by American Family Insurance   Summerfest presented by American Family Insurance is a premier independent music festival, hosting the industry’s biggest acts for an unforgettable live music experience.  Since its inception in 1968, Summerfest continues to distinguish itself as a top national music festival and has developed an unrivaled reputation, consistently featuring hundreds of performances across 12 stages, throughout the 75-acre festival grounds along Lake Michigan. Summerfest 2024 will take place over three weekends - June 20-22, June 27-29, and July 4-6. For more information, visit Summerfest.com , or follow us on social media @Summerfest on Facebook, Instagram, X, and TikTok.   
Milwaukee World Festival, Inc., producer of Summerfest, continues to fulfill its nonprofit mission of bringing the community together and providing a showcase for performing arts, activities, and recreation to the public, through music and special events.
	Julie Dieckelman
	(414) 273.2680
	[email protected]

1 hr 51 min
Dance Anthems 206 - [D.O.D. Guest Mix] - 16th March 2024 Dance Anthems
Dance Anthems with Sean Maynard is back this week with a Hottest Vibe from Jamie Jones & Jazzy and tunes from Switch Disco, Samstone & Aktive, LF System, Fred Again.. x Lil Yachty & Overmono, Charli XCX, Solardo & Stevie Appleton and more! Catch the Vibe Dance Chart playing the 5 biggest dance hits on the planet before D.O.D. gets behind the Dance Anthems decks for the Weekend Vibe Mix!Catch the show on Vibe Nation Radio, Fresh 92.7, Impulse Radio, Hits 1 and Dance Attack FM!   SWITCH DISCO - SLEEP TONIGHT (feat R3hab & Sam Feldt)   SAMSTONE x AKTIVE - MY FAVOURITE GAME Last Week’s Hottest Vibe - JOHN SUMMIT & HAYLA - SHIVER   Hottest Vibe - JAMIE JONES & JAZZY - WE GROOVIN   LF SYSTEM - ALL I’VE GOT EFFY & MALLGRAB - ILUV   FRED AGAIN.., LIL YACHTY, OVERMONO - STAYINIT CHARLI XCX - VON DUTCH   MR. BELT & WEZOL - IT’S NOT RIGHT (But It’s Ok)    OTTO KNOWS - YOUR LOVE LEWIS THOMPSON & RANI - ELEVATE   Anthem of the Week - DIMITRI VEGAS x CHAPTER & VERSE x GOODBOYS - GOOD FOR YOU  SEBASTIAN INGROSSO & STEVE ANGELLO - SKIP   DAVID PENN & OFFAIAH - SATISFIED   TORREN FOOT & ASSOCIANU - SLEEP WHEN I’M DEAD ESSEL x SAMIRA - WHERE MY GIRL’S AT    JOSH DOREY - KISS TCTS & HYZTERIA - AMNESIA (feat Ekko)   SOLARDO x STEVIE APPLETON - THE JUICE JESS BAYS & JEM COOKE - IN YOUR ARMS   ARMIN VAN BUUREN - LOVE IS A DRUG (Agents Of Time Remix) LAYTON GIORDANI x MOBB DEEP - SHOOK ONES Part II (Layton Giordani’s Chrome Mix)   ADAM BEYER - LET’S BEGIN   Club Cut - TEENAGE MUTANTS, SAM WOLFE - DRAMATICO   Vibe Dance Chart   #5 - KUNGS, DAVID GUETTA, IZZY BIZU - ALL NIGHT LONG #4 - BECKY HILL & SONNY FODERA - NEVER BE ALONE (D.O.D. Remix) #3 - D.O.D. - DOMINOS (feat Hannah Boleyn) #2 - MAU P - BEATS FOR THE UNDERGROUND  #1 - THE BLESSED MADONNA - HAPPIER (feat Clementine Douglas)   Weekend Vibe Mix - D.O.D.
	More Episodes
	Copyright Vibe Nation
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	LIL YACHTY x MONTREALITY ⌁ Interview
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	Lil Yachty Lil Boat 3 Wallpapers
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	lil yachty x and asap rocky
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	Lil yachty X gunnersellswhite Lil Yatchy, Lil Baby, Couple Pregnancy
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	Plus Premieres: Lil Yachty
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	Lil Yachty x type beat (prod. kosglu)
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VIDEO
	They Did Lil Yachty Dirty.. Entire Album Leaked 😟





	Lil Yachty’s producer is INSANE 🔥😮💨





	Lil Yachty





	[SOLD] Lil Yachty x Let's Start Here. Type Beat





	Ranking EVERY Lil Yachty ALBUM





	Lil Yachty x Playboi Carti Type Beat "Port" (Prod. WISEGUYY)







COMMENTS
	Lil Yachty (@LilYachty)
The latest tweets from @lilyachty




	Lil Yachty x Rio Da Yung OG
Lil Yachty x Rio Da Yung OG - "1v1" (Official Video) | [Prod. Enrgy Beats]Lil YachtyRio Da Yung OG"1v1"(Official Video)[Prod. Enrgy Beats]




	Lil Yachty x Nike Air Force 1 Releasing Friends & Family
Nike Air Force 1 x Lil Yachty. The sneakers feature a dark rubber sole with a white midsole. White leather constructs the base of the uppers, with more white leather overlays. A white leather ...




	Lil Yachty x Nike Air Force 1 Collaboration
The Lil Yachty x Nike Air Force 1 Low "Concrete Boys" is currently expected to release in 2024. Could there be a potential initial drop at ComplexCon? Stay tuned for future details.




	Lil Yachty x Nike Air Force 1 Low "Concrete Boys" Revealed
Lil Yachty and Nike have something special on the way as the rapper revealed the Lil Yachty x Nike Air Force 1 Low "Concrete Boys" via a Close Friends post on Instagram.. The artist, known for his extensive sneaker collection and knowledge, will be releasing an exclusive Nike Air Force 1 Low.Keeping it simple and calling back to the classic AF1 days, the shoe is designed with a ...




	Lil Yachty
Are you a fan of Lil Yachty, the rapper and singer who blends hip hop, pop and trap? Visit his official site to discover his latest music, videos and news. Don't miss out on his exclusive offers and updates.




	Lil Yachty
Lie on my name and get relevant (What) Later you'll tell the truth, sayin' sorry (Brrr) My AR keep a AR (Doo doo) He find that heat while he tote the heat. Big booty bitch, that's a cheat sheet ...




	Lil Yachty
The release was accompanied by a 9-minute music video directed by Director X, in which Yachty dresses up as a parody of Oprah Winfrey. Lil Boat 3 was released on May 29, 2020 and debuted at number 14 on the US Billboard 200. A deluxe version of the album titled Lil Boat 3.5 was released on November 27.




	RMC Mike x Lil Yachty x YN Jay x Louie Ray
Listen & Download " Flintana " out now ON ALL PLATFORMS !!!Apple Music - https://music.apple.com/us/artist/yn-... Spotify - https://open.spotify.com/artist/3...




	Lil Yachty
Music video by Lil Yachty performing X Men. (C) 2017 Quality Control Music, Capitol Records and Motown Records#LilYachty #XMen #Vevo




	Lil Yachty's New Album 'Let's Start Here' Release Date, Cover ...
Lil Yachty has revealed the artwork and release date for his forthcoming album, "Let's Start Here," set to debut Jan. 27 on Quality Control Music and Motown Records. Ever the provocateur ...




	Lil Yachty Lyrics, Songs, and Albums
About Lil Yachty. Miles Parks McCollum (born August 23, 1997, in Mableton, Georgia), popularly known as Lil Yachty, is an American rapper and singer from Atlanta, Georgia. He's known for his ...




	Lil Yachty: Let's Start Here. Album Review
Label: Quality Control / Motown. Reviewed: February 1, 2023. Despite its intriguing concept, Lil Yachty's voyage into soul and psych-rock runs aground. At a surprise listening event last ...




	Lil Yachty: How Rapper Got His Second Act
How Lil Yachty Got His Second Act. As a youth, the rapper garnered the title 'King of the Teens' — and a lot of criticism. Today, he's a mentor and a mogul. By Jeff Ihaza. April 12, 2021 ...




	Lil Yachty
Miles Parks McCollum, known professionally as Lil Yachty, is an American rapper, singer, songwriter, record producer, and actor. He first gained recognition in August 2015 for his viral hit "One Night" from his debut EP Summer Songs. He then released his debut mixtape Lil Boat in March 2016, and signed a joint venture record deal with Motown, Capitol Records, and Quality Control Music in June ...




	Lil Yachty
"X Men (Original)" is an unreleased collaboration between Lil Yachty and Playboi Carti that was leaked on October 5, 2022. In this version, instead of the Evander Griiim chorus , the chorus is ...




	Lil Yachty discography
10. Singles. 32. Mixtapes. 3. The discography of American rapper Lil Yachty consists of five studio albums, three mixtapes, one collaborative mixtape, ten extended plays, ten music videos, thirteen guest appearances and thirty-two singles (including eighteen singles as a featured artist).




	Fred again.., Lil Yachty, Overmono "stayinit"
Fred again.. has officially unveiled his collaboration with Lil Yachty and Overmono.After previewing the then-untitled cut at an impromptu New York City rave at Queens' Knockdown Center, the DJ ...




	Lil Yachty
Lil Yachty makes it look easy. An Atlanta-raised rapper with a sleepy flow and a bright, almost childlike outlook, Yachty (born Miles Parks McCollum in 1997) rose to prominence in 2016 with a pair of mixtapes (Lil Boat and Summer Songs 2) that recast the booming caverns of 2010s rap as something soft, sweet, intuitive, and a little goofy—a sound Yachty once called "bubblegum trap."




	Lil Yachty
Watch the official video for Lil Yachty Feat. Rio Da Yung OG "Stunt Double."Stream/Download Lil Yachty's new mixtape "Michigan Boy Boat" here: https://Qualit...




	Lil Yachty Hilariously Previews New Track On IG To Some ...
Lil Yachty appears to be interpolating the 1997 R&B record "Swing My Way" by K.P. and Envyi. This teaser has been collecting some iffy reactions from fans in DJ Akademiks comment section.




	Broccoli City Unveils 2024 Lineup For Unique Festival Experience
This year's festival features a diverse array of top-tier talent with headlining acts such as Megan Thee Stallion, Gunna, Lil Yachty, and Concrete Family. Joining them will be an impressive roster of acclaimed artists that includes PartyNextDoor , Victoria Monet , Kaytranada , Key Glock , Sexxy Red , and many more, ensuring there's ...




	Lil Yachty & J. Cole
[Break: Lil Yachty & J. Cole] For real (Yeah) I'ma strike (It's us) I'ma strike, uh [Verse 2: J. Cole] Cole and Yachty, comin' for they respect, come and pay your debt Just like a travel pillow ...




	Drake Co-Signed Nemzzz Drops New Track 'It's US' With Lil Yachty
Drake-endorsed artist Nemzzz releases new track IT'S US featuring Lil Yachty. The song is part of his latest mixtape, DND Deluxe, now available. Nemzzz has gotten co-signs from Drake, Central Cee ...




	NEMZZZ X LIL YACHTY IT'S US. OUT NOW.
1,659 likes, 5 comments - complex_uk on March 18, 2024: "NEMZZZ X LIL YACHTY 輸 IT'S US. OUT NOW."




	Broccoli City Festival announces fresh lineup with new DC location
We now know the lineup for the Broccoli City Festival this summer in D.C. This year's festival will be headlined by Megan Thee Stallion, Gunna, Lil Yachty, Concrete Family and Victoria Monét ...




	Lil Uzi Vert with Special Guests Lil Yachty, JID, Rico Nasty & LIHTZ
Lil Uzi Vert hit the road on the sold out PINK TAPE TOUR in 2023 and was nominated for Best Rap Song for the chart topping smash, "I Just Wanna Rock." About Lil Yachty Lil Yachty is an American rapper, singer, songwriter, and record producer from Atlanta Georgia.




	Lil Yachty
Miles Parks McCollum, known professionally as Lil Yachty, is an American rapper, singer, songwriter, record producer, and actor. He first gained recognition in August 2015 for his viral hit "One Night" from his debut EP Summer Songs. He then released his debut mixtape Lil Boat in March 2016, and signed a joint venture record deal with Motown, Capitol Records, and Quality Control Music in June ...




	DONTKALLMELUXXY & Lil Yachty
Outside your house with the bells, that's funny, your nights gon' get silent. [Verse 3: Lil Yachty] Bitch, it's jumbo, FN ten like Huncho. You fucked up yo' face, now you the breakout star like ...




	Dance Anthems: Dance Anthems 206
Dance Anthems with Sean Maynard is back this week with a Hottest Vibe from Jamie Jones & Jazzy and tunes from Switch Disco, Samstone & Aktive, LF System, Fred Again.. x Lil Yachty & Overmono, Charli XCX, Solardo & Stevie Appleton and more! Catch the Vibe Dance Chart playing the 5 biggest dance hits…
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